BOMBARDIER
SITE FACT SHEET

KANONA, NEW YORK, USA

Key Information
Total area: 135,000 square feet

Main Services and Contracts
• Center of expertise for rail vehicle overhaul and refurbishment for all types of passenger rail cars
• Capabilities include complete vehicle stripping and exterior painting; interior and exterior upgrades and livery; restoration of trucks and truck components, couplers, HVAC systems, batteries and battery boxes, electrical panels and wiring, pneumatic and hydraulic systems, door systems, communications systems, passenger information systems; carbody and structural repair; interior refinishing and reconfiguration; non-destructive evaluation; and component testing and commissioning
• Customers have included the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority and Edmonton Transit System (light rail vehicles), MTA/Metro-North Railroad and the Maryland Mass Transit Administration (commuter coaches), and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (truck overhaul)

Other Information
• Seven inside tracks
• Transfer table connecting all of the tracks together
• Three lighted pits to support undercar assembly and testing requirements
• Water testing facility, corrosion repair booth, cranes, and paint booths for both cars and components
• Truck repair shop
• 1640 foot long test track

Historical Milestones
2006 Site acquired by Bombardier